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The JAVAcid Inside Story - Founder, Randy Andrews

The coffee science behind the breakthrough all natural
acid relief of the JAVAcid patent-pending formula first got
its inspiration years ago from Founder, Randy Andrews.
For years the maverick inventor and coffee lover, Andrews, hailing from coffee-loving
Oregon, was plagued by coffee acid reflux. A frequent business traveler, Andrews
tirelessly searched for any low acid coffee remedy from Starbucks® to Folgers®.
But like over 35-million Americans each sip of his favorite brew resulted in
heartburn indigestion and stomach reflux.
“Like so many others, I regularly experienced stomach trouble, particularly after
consuming acidic foods. The first thing the doctor tells us is, ‘Lay off the coffee and
spicy foods’… (my two favorites)” says, Randy
Andrews, Founder of JAVAcid.
For Andrews, there was no chance he was going to give
up his beloved coffee. As one might imagine, being an
innovative entrepreneur with coffee acid reflux was an
incompatible blend. It took years of tireless research
and quality assurance, testing many different variations
and ingredients but he still was not satisfied with the
results. Working through trial and error like most
inventors, Andrews, engaged nutrition experts and
organic chemists before approving the final formulaJAVAcid, the all-natural, healthy solution to coffee acid
reflux.
(continued on page 3)

New JAVAcid Dispenser!
The JAVAcid package
was completely
redesigned for easy
single packet access.
Talk to your office
manager about getting
one of these handy
dispensers placed in
your cafeteria or near
the coffee machine at
work - spread the love!
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JAVAcid
DGL Licorice Inside
JAVAcid Remedy
The patent-pending
JAVA c i d f o r mu l a
contains herbal DGL
licorice- a natural
ingredient-that has
been proven to
promote relief for
acid reflux, peptic
u l c e r s, a n d eve n
heartburn indigestion,
and stomach acid.
DGL has a long history of use for
reducing acid and soothing inflamed,
mucous membranes in the digestive
tract. Researchers have found DGL
m ay p ro t e c t t h e s t o m a ch a n d
duodenum by increasing production of
mucin, a substance that protects the
lining of these organs against stomach
acid and other harmful substances.
According to laboratory research,
flavonoids in licorice may also inhibit
growth of H. pylori, the bacteria that
has been implicated in many cases of
stomach ulcers. Doctors that
recommend herbal medicine for
patients with peptic ulcers often use
deglycyrrhizinated licorice. In making
DGL, the portion of licorice root that
can increase blood pressure and cause
water retention is removed, while the
acid reducing, mucous-membranehealing part of the root is retained.
DGL (licorice extract) is a leading
ingredient in JAVAcid’s all natural
formula delivering instant coffee acid
relief and digestive health ingredients
right there in your favorite cup of
coffee.
For informational purposes only. This information has not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration. This information is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any
disease.

Peptic Ulcer - Coffee Acid and JAVAcid
A peptic or stomach ulcer results from a tissue break in the lining of
either the stomach or the first part of the small intestine below the
stomach called the duodenum. Peptic
ulcers occur in those regions of the
gastrointestinal tract that are bathed by
digestive juices secreted by the stomach.
These juices contain hydrochloric acid
and a digestive enzyme called pepsin hence the name "peptic" ulcer.
Data shows that drinking too much
coffee or soda beverages can irritate
ulcers. Medical research shows one out
of every 10 Americans, or thirtymillion, will experience a peptic
stomach ulcer sometime during his or
her life. Each year, over 60,000
operations for peptic ulcer disease are
performed.
You don’t have to give up your coffee
moment. Coffee brings so many good
things to your life- allow JAVAcid to help
you proactively protect your stomach.
Visit our site for testimonials!
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The JAVAcid Inside Story

(cont. from page 1)

Words were never more meaningful as Andrews recites
Thomas Edison’s quote; “I have not failed. I've just found
10,000 ways that won' t work.”
But ultimately Andrews did find the solution to coffee acid
reflux in JAVAcid, making him a java industry pioneer.
Today, for over 90% of consumers using JAVAcid, the easy
to use flavorless supplement packets are a hit making any
coffee blend, mocha, latte, and espresso, instantly stomach
friendly.
Now, millions of people worldwide suffering reflux disease,
GERD, heartburn, interstitial cystitis (IC), IBS and body pH
imbalance can once again enjoy the pure flavorful taste of
their favorite coffee.
JAVAcid’s propriety formula of prebiotic fiber, calcium,
vitamin D, and DGL (licorice extract) is key in enabling the
body to defend against acid in the stomach. It energizes
healthy digestion, reducing stomach acid at zero calories
without altering the flavor of your coffee.
Statements contained in this document have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or
prevent any disease.

Help Spread the word!
To help more people who suffer the
ravaging effects of stomach acid,
help us spread the word. Become a
fan of JAVAcid on Facebook.
JAVAcid Facebook Page!

Give your
FRIENDS

FREE
samples of
JAVAcid!

Already experienced how JAVAcid can change your
life by allowing you to enjoy those afternoon cups of
coffee again without the BURN? Then why not help
others and spread the word!

Print out and hand them
this coupon now or tell
them to call the friendly
people at JAVAcid to ask
for their very own FREE
Sample.
This offer is for a limited time only for new
customers - so hurry!

877-528-2243
Wipe-Out Coffee Acid Reflux
and Heartburn Indigestion!!!

To order, just visit us at www.javacid.com

What’s Inside Your Cup of Java?
Ever wonder just what your drinking in the morning cup of java? It’s a growing concern for millions
of Americans who suffer from coffee acid reflux and heartburn indigestion. While we at JAVAcid
know that our product helps alleviate the negative symptoms, which are very real, we thought we
would look at the GOOD side of this magical brew;
Caffeine: Did you know that an 8-oz cup of coffee (with or without caffeine) contains more
antioxidants than an adult portion of oranges or blueberries? Tea and chocolate follow closely.
Some studies show that moderate drinking of coffee seems to lower your risk for some chronic
conditions such as heart disease, diabetes and aging related cognitive or thought-process
declines.

Enjoy any coffee blend - now made
stomach friendly when you add a
packet of JAVAcid - 877-JAVA-cid

Arterial Help: The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition in May, 2006, noted that postmenopausal
women who drink one to three cups of coffee on a daily basis will be 24% less likely to develop
cardiovascular disease then non-coffee drinkers. That is great news for coffee lovers!
Join us again in our next publication, when we discuss further findings regarding JAVA - or coffee.
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JAVAcid Sponsors Kids - 100th Cup Club
GET SOCIAL for 1 or 1/2 lbs. of
Gourmet Coffee from
JAVAcid’s Randy Andrews!
Randy Andrews invites you, our fabulous
customer family, to ‘Get Social’ and become a
Fan on our Facebook page and post comments
to our Facebook page as well.
Then, send us a testimony and upload videos to
YouTube or pictures to Flickr showing us how
you use JAVAcid during your normal everyday
life - at home, in the office or on the road. Or
simply send us the files and we’ll post them for
you! Visit www.javacid.com/javacid-free-coffee/
javacid-free-coffee.html for complete instructions.
Here’s how to get your coffee:
1) Visit our Facebook page to become a FAN!
This is the first step in receiving the coffee. Find
us here:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/
JAVAcid/105816716107005 Please note, you
must have a Facebook account to post
comments on our page or become a Fan.
2) Share your personal Testimonial with the world
using the handy form on the JAVAcid web site:
http://www.javacid.com/t-talk.aspx or simply
email it to us as a MS Word doc to
support@javacid.com. (150-300 words max.)
3) Upload pictures to Flickr and/or videos to
YouTube. After uploading, send us the URL or
address showing us where to find them.
-- OR -4) You can send us the videos and pictures
directly to our SPECIAL email address at:
javacidhelp@gmail.com - Please Note: There is
a 20MB file upload limit when sending files which
is why we use Google’s gmail.

JAVAcid.com is proud to pass
along a simple message: since
coffee is the second largest
commodity traded on the planet
in terms of dollars, how powerful
would it be if coffee people like
you, the little coffee shop on the
corner and the big international
companies were to leverage a
little percentage of every 100th
cup of coffee sold, or every 100th
coffee-related product sold to the
benefit of people and the planet?
Sometimes the smallest ideas
have the biggest impact.
As a founding sponsor of
100thcup.org, JAVAcid.com
hopes to set an example by
donating the entire retail price of If you would like to get involved
every 100th box of JAVAcid sold to please visit 100thcup@javacid.com
- Do it Today!
a 100th Cup featured charity.

Every box of JAVAcid contains 30 packets of goodness...

Complete step 1-4 - Facebook, Testimony
video and pictures to receive 1 lbs. of
Gourmet Coffee. If you only complete 3 steps
then you will still receive 1/2 lbs. !!!
For more info on the Free Coffee offer email us
at: support@javacid.com or call us at:

8 7 7-JAVAci d (8 7 7 - 5 2 8 - 2 2 4 3 )

Visit us at www.JAVAcid.com to order more today!
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